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We investigated ancestry of 3,528 modern humans from 163 samples. We identified 19 ancestral
components, with 94.4% of individuals showing mixed ancestry. After using whole genome sequences to
correct for ascertainment biases in genome-wide genotype data, we dated the oldest divergence event to
140,000 years ago. We detected an Out-of-Africa migration 100,000–87,000 years ago, leading to peoples of
the Americas, east and north Asia, and Oceania, followed by another migration 61,000–44,000 years ago,
leading to peoples of the Caucasus, Europe, the Middle East, and south Asia. We dated eight divergence
events to 33,000–20,000 years ago, coincident with the Last Glacial Maximum. We refined understanding of
the ancestry of several ethno-linguistic groups, including African Americans, Ethiopians, the Kalash, Latin
Americans, Mozabites, Pygmies, and Uygurs, as well as the CEU sample. Ubiquity of mixed ancestry
emphasizes the importance of accounting for ancestry in history, forensics, and health.

S
everal diversity projects have been performed to investigate the ability of genetic data to reveal the migratory
history and geographical structuring of modern human populations. The recent origin of modern humans
is widely thought to reflect migration(s) from sub-Saharan Africa, with gene flow estimated to have ended

anywhere from 140,000 to 12,000 years ago1–4. Li et al.5 focused on continental-level ancestry, identifying seven
ancestral components: sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Europe, south and central Asia, east Asia, Oceania,
and (Native) America. Following a more detailed characterization of the genetic history of African peoples6, these
results were refined into 14 ancestral components: Fulani, Cushitic, Nilo-Saharan, Chadic-Saharan, Niger-
Kordofanian, Southern African/Khoesan/Mbuti, western Pygmy, Hadza, and Sandawe ancestral components
in Africa and Oceanian, European, Indian, Native American, and East Asian ancestral components in the rest of
the world.

Here, we meta-analyzed ancestry from 12 global and regional diversity projects5,7–17. We collected genome-
wide genotype data for 3,528 unrelated individuals from 163 samples from around the world (Fig. 1). Our analysis
revealed 19 ancestral components, providing greater resolution of ancestry worldwide. Our inferred African
ancestral components were largely consistent with the earlier results for sub-Saharan Africa6, with the notable
addition of Omotic-speaking peoples in Ethiopia. Using whole genome sequence data, we corrected for ascer-
tainment biases in chip-based genotype data in estimation of genetic differentiation and heterozygosity. We then
estimated the divergence times of the ancestral components and compared these divergence times to historical
records. We observed that multiple divergence events coincided with the Last Glacial Maximum. The oldest
divergence event dated to ,140,000 years ago.

Results and Discussion
Unsupervised ancestry analysis of 19,372 autosomal single nucleotide polymorphisms genotyped for 3,528
individuals from 163 samples revealed 19 ancestral components (Fig. 2, Table 1, and Supplementary Fig. 1).
The 19 identified ancestral components were Click Speaker in south Africa; Pygmy in central Africa; Niger-Congo
across west, east, and south Africa; Lowland East Cushitic, Nilo-Saharan, and Omotic in east Africa; Berber in
north Africa; Indian and Kalash in south Asia; Chinese, Japanese, and southeast Asian in east Asia; Siberian in
north Asia; Native American in the Americas; Melanesian in Oceania; southern and northern European; and
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Arabian and Levantine-Caucasian in the Middle East and in the
Caucasus (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Consistent with prior findings6, 94.4%
of individuals had mixed ancestry, independent of self-identified
ethno-linguistic group labels. Based on the estimated standard
errors, our analysis was powered to detect an ancestral component
present at a proportion of at least 2.5%.

Traditional analysis of FST between samples is complicated by
recent admixture. In contrast, ancestral components are constructed
to be ancestrally homogeneous and consequently unaffected by
recent admixture. Therefore, we analyzed FST between ancestral
components. Using hierarchical clustering analysis, the six sub-
Saharan ancestral components clustered together; the south Asian
ancestral components clustered with the European, Middle Eastern,
Caucasian, and Berber ancestral components; and the east Asian
ancestral components clustered with the north Asian, Native
American, and Oceanic ancestral components (Fig. 4). To assess

Figure 1 | Global distribution of samples. Red represents Africa, orange

represents the Americas, yellow represents Asia, black represents the

Caucasus, green represents Europe, blue represents the Middle East, and

violet represents Oceania. The map was drawn using the R library maps.

Figure 2 | Ancestry analysis of the global data set. The 163 samples are labeled in the left margin, the numbers of ancestral components are labeled in the

top margin, and the geographical sample origins are labeled in the right margin. In the plot with 19 ancestral components, the ancestral components from

top to bottom are Pygmy (magenta), Click Speaker (green), Niger-Congo (red), Nilo-Saharan (yellow), Lowland East Cushitic (turquoise), Omotic

(coral), Berber (dark goldenrod), Kalash (white), Indian (orange), Siberian (slate blue), Japanese (blue), Chinese (dark orchid), Southeast Asian (brown),

Melanesian (pink), Native American (purple), Levantine-Caucasian (dark olive green), Arabian (gray), Southern European (black), and Northern

European (aquamarine).
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Figure 3 | Global distribution of the ancestral components. Each sample is represented by a circle. The intensity of the red color is directly proportional

to the percentage for the ancestral component in the sample. Maps were drawn using the R library maps.
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ascertainment bias in these FST estimates resulting from the use of
chip-based genotype data, we used the 1000 Genomes sequence data.
Since the 1000 Genomes samples showed heterogeneous ancestry, we
limited this comparison to the JPT and YRI samples, both of which
had only one ancestry (Japanese and Niger-Congo, respectively) and
the FIN sample, which was the least ancestrally heterogeneous sam-
ple from Europe; that is, the FIN, JPT, and YRI samples and the
Northern European, Japanese, and Niger-Congo ancestral compo-
nents represented the closest matches between sequenced samples
and ancestral components. FST values for the FIN/YRI, FIN/JPT, and
JPT/YRI pairs were 0.0754, 0.0524, and 0.0879, respectively. In com-

parison, FST values for the Northern European/Niger-Congo,
Northern European/Japanese, and Japanese/Niger-Congo pairs were
0.163, 0.121, and 0.177, respectively. Thus, we estimated that pair-
wise FST values between ancestral components were inflated by an
average of 2.16-fold. To account for this inflation, we divided all
pairwise FST values between ancestral components by 2.16.

To estimate divergence times from FST, we need estimates of the
effective population size, Ne. Given allele frequencies per marker per
ancestral component, we first estimated heterozygosity for each
ancestral component. Heterozygosity estimates ranged from 0.255
to 0.327 (Table 2), similar to the range of 0.20 to 0.31 for the 52
samples in the Human Genome Diversity Project5. To assess ascer-

Figure 4 | Dendrogram of ancestral components by FST. The plot was drawn using hierarchical cluster analysis with complete linkage.

Table 1 | Ancestral components and proxy samples

Ancestral Component Exemplara Proportionb

Arabian Qatari 91.5%
Berber Tunisia 79.8%
Chinese She 79.0%
Click Speaker Ju/’hoan 96.5%
Indian Arunthathiyar 75.5%
Japanese JPT 86.3%
Kalash Kalash 93.9%
Levantine-Caucasian Georgia 50.0%
Lowland East Cushitic Somali 56.2%
Melanesian Melanesian 100%
Native American Surui/Karitiana 100%
Niger-Congo Yoruba 86.8%
Nilo-Saharan Anuak 78.3%
Northern European FIN 74.6%
Omotic Ari Blacksmith 94.9%
Pygmy Mbuti Pygmy 99.1%
Siberian Yakut 87.3%
Southeast Asian Singapore Malay 65.3%
Southern European Sardinian 64.1%
a‘‘Exemplar’’ refers to the sample with the highest proportion of the given ancestral component.
b‘‘Proportion’’ refers to the percentage of the ancestral component in the exemplar.

Table 2 | Heterozygosity by ancestral component

Ancestral Component Heterozygosity

Arabian 0.314
Berber 0.324
Chinese 0.299
Click Speaker 0.269
Indian 0.321
Japanese 0.300
Kalash 0.308
Levantine-Caucasian 0.320
Lowland East Cushitic 0.327
Melanesian 0.255
Native American 0.275
Niger-Congo 0.318
Nilo-Saharan 0.316
Northern European 0.317
Omotic 0.318
Pygmy 0.289
Siberian 0.296
Southeast Asian 0.297
Southern European 0.314
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tainment bias in our heterozygosity estimates, we again used the 1000
Genomes sequence data. Across all 14 of the 1000 Genomes samples,
ascertainment for common variation compared to all variation
resulted in slight overestimation of heterozygosity, with heterozyg-
osity for polymorphic markers ranging from 0.142 to 0.264 (Table 3).
Ascertainment for variation resulted in massive overestimation of
heterozygosity, with heterozygosity for all sites ranging from
0.000671 to 0.000966 (Table 3). Rather than attempting to correct
the heterozygosity for the ancestral components in light of these
ascertainment biases, we estimated the inbreeding effective popu-
lation size based on heterozygosity for the 1000 Genomes samples
(Table 3). We used the average Ne of 21,780 from the ASW, LWK,
and YRI samples for the Click Speaker, Lowland East Cushitic,
Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, Omotic, and Pygmy ancestral compo-
nents, the average Ne of 15,281 from the CHB, CHS, and JPT samples

for the Chinese, Japanese, Melanesian, Native American, Siberian,
and southeast Asian ancestral components, and the average Ne of
16,446 from the CEU, FIN, GBR, IBS, and TSI samples for the
Arabian, Berber, Indian, Kalash, Levantine-Caucasian, northern
European, and southern European ancestral components. If these
Ne values are too small for any ancestral component, then divergence
times will be underestimated. Conversely, if these Ne values are too
large, then divergence times will be overestimated.

After correcting the pairwise FST values between ancestral compo-
nents for ascertainment bias as described above, we estimated diver-
gence times using the three sequence-based Ne values. Mean
divergence times for the ancestral components ranged from 256
generations to 4,664 generations (Fig. 5), corresponding to ,7,700
to ,140,000 years ago, assuming a generation time of 30 years18,19.
Note that the order of appearance of ancestral components in the

Table 3 | Heterozygosity and effective population size (Ne) estimates based on whole genome sequence data

Sample Heterozygosity for Polymorphic Sites Heterozygosity for All Sites Ne based on hW
a Ne based on hHet

a

ASW 0.150 0.000952 30,859 21,649
CEU 0.190 0.000717 17,084 16,312
CHB 0.190 0.000672 15,577 15,280
CHS 0.190 0.000671 15,462 15,254
CLM 0.167 0.000769 22,443 17,486
FIN 0.195 0.000719 16,404 16,364
GBR 0.188 0.000721 17,179 16,394
IBS 0.264 0.000706 19,125 16,052
JPT 0.198 0.000673 15,289 15,311
LWK 0.142 0.000966 30,090 21,982
MXL 0.172 0.000736 20,451 16,750
PUR 0.167 0.000784 23,278 17,830
TSI 0.179 0.000723 17,795 16,446
YRI 0.154 0.000954 27,834 21,708
ahW refers to Watterson’s estimator of the population-scaled mutation rate h, which is frequency-independent. hHet refers to the estimator based on heterozygosity, which is frequency-dependent.

Figure 5 | Dendrogram of ancestral components by generations since divergence. The plot was drawn using hierarchical cluster analysis with complete

linkage.
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ADMIXTURE analysis (Fig. 2) reflects a composite of individuals’
ancestry proportions and ancestry-specific allele frequencies, the
order of divergence of ancestral components by FST (Fig. 4) reflects
a composite of ancestry-specific allele frequencies and time, and the
order of divergence of ancestral components by time (Fig. 5) reflects
only time.

At the global scale, the oldest divergence event dated to 4,664
generations or ,140,000 years ago (Fig. 5). This time is consistent
with estimates of the coalescence time for the major haplogroups of
the Y chromosome of 138,000 years ago20 and 142,000 years ago21 as
well as an estimate of ,140,000 years ago for African vs. Eurasian
divergence based on multilocus resequencing4. The next divergence
occurred 3,326 generations or ,100,000 years ago giving rise to the
cluster of east and north Asian, Native American, and Oceanic ances-
tral components (Fig. 5). A separate divergence event occurred 2,041
generations or ,61,000 years ago giving rise to Caucasian, European,
Middle Eastern, and south Asian ancestral components (Fig. 5). We
detected two Out-of-Africa migrations principally due to the inclu-
sion of samples allowing for the inference of a Lowland East Cushitic
ancestral component (Supplementary Fig. 2). If we assume an
African origin for the Lowland East Cushitic ancestral component,
then these results are consistent with an Out-of-Africa migration
giving rise to east and north Asian/Native American/Oceanic ances-
tral components, followed by another Out-of-Africa migration giv-
ing rise to Caucasian/European/Middle Eastern/south Asian
ancestral components, followed by back migration to north Africa
giving rise to the Berber ancestral component. Alternatively, if we
assume a non-African origin for the Lowland East Cushitic ancestral
component, then these results are consistent with an Out-of-Africa
migration giving rise to east and north Asian/Native American/
Oceanic ancestral components, followed by back migration into
Africa, followed by an Out-of-Africa migration giving rise to
Caucasian/European/Middle Eastern/south Asian ancestral compo-
nents, followed by another back migration to north Africa giving rise
to the Berber ancestral component. The former interpretation is
more parsimonious.

The rate of admixture of archaic lineages into modern humans has
been estimated to be higher in East Asians than in Europeans22.
Furthermore, the maximum-likelihood estimates of the times of
admixture of archaic lineages are 55,100 years ago for Europeans
and 75,800 years ago for East Asians23. We detected an Out-of-
Africa migration 100,000–87,000 years ago, leading to peoples of
the Americas, east and north Asia, and Oceania. We also detected
another migration 61,000–44,000 years ago, leading to peoples of the
Caucasus, Europe, the Middle East, and south Asia. Taken together,
these results suggest that introgression of archaic lineages occurred at
two different times and places: an older event in East Asia involving
migrants from the first Out-of-Africa migration and a more recent
event in the Middle East before dispersal of migrants from the second
Out-of-Africa migration into the Caucasus, Europe, and south Asia.

Africa. Sub-Saharan ancestral components diverged 2,426 genera-
tions or ,73,000 years ago (Fig. 5). The Pygmy ancestral component
diverged 1,686 generations or ,51,000 years ago from the Click
Speaker ancestral component (Fig. 5). The Mbuti Pygmy sample
had 99.1% 6 3.1% (mean 6 standard error) Pygmy ancestry
(Supplementary Table 1), indicating ancestral homogeneity and
implying a lack of admixture. The Biaka Pygmy sample showed
evidence of admixture, with 77.9% 6 3.3% Pygmy ancestry and
21.6% 6 2.9% Niger-Congo ancestry (Supplementary Table 1).
These results are consistent with a higher level of gene flow
between western Pygmies (e.g., Biaka Pygmies) and agricultural
populations than between eastern Pygmies (e.g., Mbuti Pygmies)
and agricultural populations24. In contrast, using the Yoruba and
San samples and assuming two-way admixture, Loh et al.25

inferred that the Mbuti Pygmy sample showed evidence of admix-

ture , 28 generations ago with ,15.9% Yoruba-related ancestry and
that the Biaka Pygmy sample showed evidence of admixture , 38
generations ago with ,28.8% Yoruba-related ancestry. Use of
divergent reference samples for parental populations of admixed
samples leads to estimation of admixture proportions that are
biased towards equal proportions for all referent samples and
estimation of generations since admixture that are upward biased.
We also detected small amounts of Pygmy ancestry in multiple
samples throughout central and south Africa (Fig. 3, Supplement-
ary Fig. 3, and Supplementary Table 1). The Click Speaker ancestral
component was the major ancestral component in several Khoesan
samples from south Africa (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 3, and
Supplementary Table 1). The Ju/’hoan sample had 96.5% 6 2.2%
Click Speaker ancestry and the San sample had 94.8% 6 2.0% Click
Speaker ancestry and 5.2% 6 2.0% Pygmy ancestry, whereas the
other Khoesan samples had #75.0% Click Speaker ancestry and
various amounts of other ancestries, most notably Niger-Congo
ancestry (Supplementary Table 1).

The Omotic ancestral component diverged from the sub-Saharan
cluster 1,602 generations or ,48,000 years ago (Fig. 5). The Omotic
ancestral component showed a distribution mostly limited to
Ethiopia (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 3). The majority of the
ancestry of the Ari Blacksmith and Ari Cultivator samples was
Omotic (Supplementary Table 1). The Omotic ancestral component
was also the largest component in the Wolayta sample (Supple-
mentary Table 1).

The Niger-Congo ancestral component included non-Bantu
speakers from Senegambia and Nigeria as well as Bantu speakers
from east and south Africa (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 3, and
Supplementary Table 1). Several samples from South Africa, such
as amaXhosa, showed mixed ancestry between Click Speaker and the
Niger-Congo components, consistent with linguistic evidence that
isiXhosa is a language in the Niger-Congo family with ,15%
Khoekhoe vocabulary [http://www.ethnologue.com/language/xho].
The Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan ancestral components diverged
917 generations or ,28,000 years ago (Fig. 5), possibly reflecting
expansion of the Sahara around the time of the Last Glacial
Maximum26. The Nilo-Saharan ancestral component was the major
component in the Anuak, Sudanese, Gumuz, and Bulala samples
across Chad, South Sudan, and Ethiopia (Fig. 3, Supplementary
Fig. 3, and Supplementary Table 1). The clustering of the Niger-
Congo and Nilo-Saharan ancestral components is consistent with
grouping in the Niger-Congo family Kordofanian languages that
are spoken in the Nuba Mountains in what is presently the
Republic of the Sudan.

The Lowland East Cushitic ancestral component was the major
ancestral component in Somali from Ethiopia and Somalia (Fig. 3,
Supplementary Fig. 3, and Supplementary Table 1), but it may be
capturing some Central Cushitic ancestry if the Afar sample is actu-
ally Agaw (the sample was collected from the Wag Hemra Zone and
the language was listed as Xamtan8). Lowland East Cushitic ancestry
diverged from the Caucasian/European/Middle Eastern/south Asian
cluster 2,041 generations or ,61,000 years ago (Fig. 5). The MKK
(Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya) sample showed mostly Nilo-Saharan
ancestry, some Lowland East Cushitic ancestry, and smaller amounts
of Niger-Congo and Click Speaker ancestry, whereas the LWK
(Luhya in Webuye, Kenya) and BantuKenya samples showed pre-
dominantly Niger-Congo ancestry, some Nilo-Saharan ancestry, and
a small amount of Pygmy ancestry, but no Lowland East Cushitic
ancestry (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 1).

All of the north African samples showed significant amounts of
Berber ancestry (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 3, and Supplementary
Table 1), presumably reflecting Imazighen peoples. The Berber and
Arabian ancestral components diverged 888 generations or ,27,000
years ago (Fig. 5). This divergence time is ,21,000 years before the E-
M81 or E1b1b1b Y chromosome haplogroup (referred to as the
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Berber marker) originated in north Africa27,28. The Berber ancestral
component clustered with the Caucasian/European/Middle Eastern/
south Asian ancestral components, not with the sub-Saharan ances-
tral components (Fig. 5). We detected Niger-Congo ancestry (7.6%)
but no European ancestry in the Mozabite sample (Supplementary
Table 1), inconsistent with admixture between individuals with
ancestry similar to the YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria) and CEU
(Utah Residents with Northern and Western European Ancestry) ,
100 generations ago29.

Our data set included five samples of South African Coloureds,
one from the Eastern Cape, two from the Northern Cape, and two
from the Western Cape. Whereas all five samples showed European
ancestry, the samples from the Western Cape showed more Indian,
Melanesian, and southeast Asian ancestry whereas the samples from
the Eastern and Northern Capes showed more Click Speaker and
Niger-Congo ancestry (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 1). Our data
set also included the admixed African American sample ASW
(Americans of African Ancestry in SW USA). Niger-Congo ancestry
represented the major African ancestry in the ASW, but we also
detected a significant amount of Pygmy ancestry (Supplementary
Table 1). No Pygmy ancestry was detected in either sample of
Yoruba individuals (Supplementary Table 1), indicating that the
Yoruba and YRI samples are not adequate proxies of African ances-
try in the ASW sample and therefore possibly inadequate for other
samples of African Americans. In our data set, there is no single
sample that might serve as a better proxy; therefore, we suggest
adding Western Pygmies (e.g., the Biaka Pygmy sample) as an
additional parental population for ancestry analysis of African
Americans.

The Amhara, Oromo, and Wolayta samples from Ethiopia had
Lowland East Cushitic, Nilo-Saharan, Omotic, and Arabian ancestry,
and the Tygray sample also had a small amount of Levantine-
Caucasian ancestry (Supplementary Table 1). These samples of
Ethiopians had no Niger-Congo or European ancestry (Supple-
mentary Table 1). These results indicate that the YRI and CEU sam-
ples are not optimal choices as proxies for the parental populations of
Ethiopians. Furthermore, these Ethiopian samples have four or five
ancestries and therefore should not be modeled by two-way admix-
ture. As with the Mozabite sample, use of the YRI and CEU samples
as proxies for the parental populations for the Ethiopians will lead to
reconstruction of excessively short haplotypes, estimation of exces-
sively long times since admixture began, and poor estimates of
admixture proportions.

Previously, nine ancestral components were identified among
Africans: Chadic-Saharan, Cushitic, Fulani, Hadza, Niger-
Kordofanian, Nilo-Saharan, Sandawe, Southern African/Khoesan/
Mbuti, and western Pygmy6. In comparison, we identified seven
ancestral components: Berber, Click Speaker, Lowland East
Cushitic, Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, Omotic, and Pygmy. Our data
set lacked samples of Chadic speakers, Fulani, Hadza, and Sandawe
but included samples of Berbers and Omotic speakers. Our data set
included more Khoesan samples, revealing divergence between Click
Speaker and Pygmy ancestral components, implying a more recent
divergence of eastern vs. western Pygmy24. The other ancestral com-
ponents appear directly comparable.

The Americas, Asia, and Oceania. Ancestral components in Asia
grouped into two clusters: one in south Asia containing the Indian
and Kalash ancestral components and the other in east and north
Asia containing the Native American, Melanesian, Siberian, South-
east Asian, Chinese, and Japanese ancestral components (Fig. 5). The
south Asian ancestral components diverged from the Caucasian/
European/Middle Eastern ancestral components 1,452 generations
or ,44,000 years ago (Fig. 5). Kalash and Indian ancestral
components subsequently diverged 1,090 generations or ,33,000
years ago (Fig. 5). The Kalash ancestral component predominantly

identified the Kalash sample and appeared in small amounts (,10%)
in any other sample (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4, and Supple-
mentary Table 1). This result is consistent with the Kalash people
representing a population isolate. We detected no evidence of
Arabian or southern European ancestry (Supplementary Table 1),
indicating that the Kalash people are not of Arab or Greek origin. The
Indian ancestral component was detected in several samples
throughout central and south Asia, the Middle East and the
Caucasus, and South Africa (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs. 3, 4, and
5, and Supplementary Table 1).

The Melanesian ancestral component diverged 2,907 generations
or ,87,000 years ago (Fig. 5). The Melanesian ancestral component
was the major component in the two samples from Oceania and was
present in small amounts in samples from Singapore, India, and
South Africa (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4, and Supplement-
ary Table 1), suggesting some degree of representation of island
southeast Asia as well as Oceania. The Native American ancestral
component diverged 1,777 generations or ,53,000 years ago (Fig. 5).
This divergence time predates most estimates of the time(s) of the
crossing of Beringia, consistent with isolation in Beringia prior to
migration to the Americas. The Native American ancestral compon-
ent was the major component in several samples from the Americas
and was undetected in all east Asian and European samples (Fig. 3,
Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5, and Supplementary Table 1)30. The
Siberian ancestral component was the next to diverge, 1,095 genera-
tions or ,33,000 years ago (Fig. 5). The Siberian ancestral compon-
ent was predominant in the Yakut sample, with a significant presence
in several samples from Manchuria, Mongolia, and north China
(Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4, and Supplementary Table 1).

The southeast Asian, or perhaps more precisely mainland south-
east Asian, ancestral component diverged 658 generations or
,20,000 years ago (Fig. 5). Wangkumhang et al.31 also identified
one major ancestral component common to four Thai populations.
Chinese and Japanese ancestral components diverged 256 genera-
tions or ,7,700 years ago (Fig. 5). The Chinese ancestral component
was the major ancestral component in several samples from both
south and north China (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4, and
Supplementary Table 1). The Japanese ancestral component was
the major component only in the two samples from Japan (Fig. 3,
Supplementary Fig. 4, and Supplementary Table 1).

The Uygur sample showed highly heterogeneous ancestry: 20.8%
Chinese, 18.0% Siberian, and 9.7% Japanese; 9.4% Indian and 4.6%
Kalash; and 15.4% Levantine-Caucasian and 12.3% northern
European (Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 1).
These proportions indicate south Asian and Middle East/Caucasus
ancestry in addition to east Asian and European ancestry, consistent
with trade on the Silk Road. The non-Jewish Uzbekistan and Hazara
samples showed similar ancestry to the Uygur sample (Supplement-
ary Figs. 4 and 5 and Supplementary Table 1).

The CLM (Colombians from Medellı́n, Colombia), MXL (Mexi-
can Ancestry from Los Angeles, USA), and PUR (Puerto Ricans from
Puerto Rico) samples from the Americas all showed mixtures of
predominantly Native American and European ancestry with
,10% Niger-Congo ancestry (Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supple-
mentary Table 1). Additionally, the PUR sample showed a significant
amount of Berber ancestry, which likely did not derive from a
Spanish parental population as none of the three Spanish samples
(Spain_Basque, IBS (Iberian population in Spain), and Spain)
showed significant amounts of Berber ancestry (Supplementary
Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 1)32. Furthermore, the CLM and
PUR samples showed more Arabian ancestry plus Berber ancestry
than the MXL sample (7.9% and 10.8% vs. 5.3%, respectively). Given
that Arabian and Berber ancestral components cluster with
European ancestral components, divergence of the ‘‘Latino-specific
European component’’ from the presumed Iberian parental popula-
tions may reflect imprecise usage of ‘‘European ancestry’’32.
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Europe. The Levantine-Caucasian and European ancestral compo-
nents diverged 842 generations or ,25,000 years ago (Fig. 5).
Northern and southern European ancestral components subse-
quently diverged 795 generations or ,24,000 years ago (Fig. 5).
The northern European ancestral component was the major
ancestral component in samples from Finland, Lithuania, Russia,
and Belorussia (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 5, and Supplementary
Table 1). The northern European ancestral component clustered
with the Caucasian/European/Middle Eastern/south Asian ances-
tral components (Fig. 5), inconsistent with an origin of northern
European ancestry in north Asia. However, Siberian ancestry was
detected in the Russian and FIN (Finnish in Finland) samples (6.1%
and 4.2%, respectively, Supplementary Table 1), consistent with a
small amount of westward migration from Siberia to north Europe.
The Spanish and Italian samples showed southern and northern
European ancestry with varying amounts of Levantine-Caucasian,
Arabian, and Berber ancestry (Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supple-
mentary Table 1). In contrast, the Basque samples showed only
southern and northern European ancestry (Supplementary Fig. 5
and Supplementary Table 1), consistent with genetic isolation.
Also, we detected more Arabian than Berber ancestry in Spain and
Italy33. The oft-used CEU sample showed northern European,
southern European, and Levantine-Caucasian ancestry, similar to
the GBR (British in England and Scotland) and French samples
(Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 1).

The Middle East and the Caucasus. Arabian and Levantine-Cau-
casian ancestral components diverged 1,044 generations or ,31,000
years ago (Fig. 5). The Arabian ancestral component was the major
ancestral component in the Qatari and Bedouin samples (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 1). The Arabian ancestral
component had a decreasing presence westward across north Africa
(Fig. 3).

The Levantine-Caucasian ancestral component was the major
ancestral component in only the Georgia sample, but held a plurality
in several samples across the Middle East and the Caucasus and was
detected in south Asian samples (Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5,
and Supplementary Table 1). The sample of Ethiopian Jews lacked
Levantine-Caucasian ancestry but had ancestry similar to the
Amhara (Supplementary Table 1), consistent with conversion of
indigenous Ethiopians to Judaism. Similarly, the Kochi Jews and
Mumbai Jews had large amounts of Indian ancestry (Supple-
mentary Table 1), consistent with conversion. In contrast,
Moroccan Jews differed from the other samples from Morocco by
having Levantine-Caucasian ancestry but less Berber ancestry
(Supplementary Table 1), consistent with migration of Jewish people.
Paired analysis of Jews and non-Jews were available for seven coun-
tries: Georgia, Iran, Morocco, Romania, Turkey, Uzbekistan, and
Yemen. Compared to non-Jews, Jews had more Southern
European ancestry (21.9% vs. 13.8%), Arabian ancestry (18.9% vs.
10.8%), Levantine-Caucasian ancestry (33.5% vs. 27.8%), and
Lowland East Cushitic ancestry (4.4% vs. 2.5%)34.

To contextualize these findings, six points should be kept in mind.
One, markers were not ascertained for ancestry informativeness.
However, markers were ascertained for common polymorphisms.
Using whole genome sequence data, we estimated and corrected
for the effects of ascertaining for (1) common vs. lower frequency
polymorphisms and (2) segregating sites. Two, genetic history
revealed by autosomal markers need not be identical to genetic his-
tories of uniparentally inherited markers (the Y chromosome or
mitochondria). Three, estimated times since divergence of ancestral
components assumed the absence of gene flow. These times more
likely reflect the recent past than the distant past. Four, genetics and
self-identified ethno-linguistic labels do not perfectly correlate. Five,
unsupervised ancestry analysis does not require the investigator to
choose external reference samples to serve as proxies of parental

populations for putative admixed samples and is amenable as-is
for analysis of multi-way ancestry. Importantly, unsupervised ances-
try analysis takes advantage of ancestry across the entire data set,
increasing confidence by increasing the effective sample size by
ancestral component. This can be seen by noting that the average
number of individuals per sample was 21.6 whereas the average
number of individuals per ancestral component was 185.7.
However, unsupervised ancestry analysis does not allow for exact
identification of parental populations in terms of real-world samples.
Six, the time period of history revealed by our data set is the Late
Pleistocene. That is, our conclusions are unaffected by recent popu-
lation growth during the Holocene. Furthermore, the inbreeding
effective population size captures the effects of bottlenecks.

In summary, we showed that ancestry of modern humans covered
140,000 years of history, with two major Out-of-Africa migrations.
Eight divergence times occurred between ,33,000 to ,20,000 years
ago, coinciding with the Last Glacial Maximum. We recommend that
ancestry analyses should be globally comprehensive, even if interest
is regional, because redefining an existing ancestral component or
defining a new ancestral component will impact the definitions of
other ancestral components. Characterization of human ancestry is
ongoing as sampling of some ancestries is poorer than others. To
name a few examples, the Melanesian ancestral component has the
lowest effective sample size, Chadic- and Cushitic-speaking peoples
are not well represented in our data set, and Polynesian samples are
absent. In contrast, some ancestries are well sampled, including
Chinese. We anticipate that most unsampled lineages reflect recent
divergence events. However, it is possible that an unsampled lineage
could reflect a divergence event older than 140,000 years. Also, the
limited density of markers precludes accurate dating of potential
admixture events because many ancestral switches will be missed.
Our findings strongly inform control for population stratification in
genetic association studies and inference of local ancestry in admixed
individuals. Shared ancestry provides another layer of insight into
human evolution, particularly with respect to migrations.

Methods
We collected genome-wide genotype data on autosomal single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) from publicly available human genomic diversity projects. The
global data set included 916 individuals from the Human Genome Diversity Project5,
1,092 individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project7, 222 individuals from east Africa8,
268 individuals from the Singapore Genome Variation Project9, 75 individuals from
Lebanon10, 145 individuals from north Africa and the Basque Country11, 323 indi-
viduals from south Africa12,13, 18 Arabs from Qatar14, 106 individuals from west and
central Africa15, 133 Maasai from the International HapMap Project16, and 462
individuals from a study of the Jewish Diaspora17. Data management and quality
control were performed using PLINK version 1.0735. Graphics were generated using
R36. Maps were drawn using the R libraries maps and plotrix.

Individuals or markers with genotyping call rates , 95% were excluded. We also
removed individuals identified as identical samples, 1st degree relatives, or 2nd degree
relatives. After quality control, the global data set comprised 3,528 individuals from
163 samples. The mutual intersection of all data sets yielded 19,372 diallelic, auto-
somal SNPs with experimentally determined genotypes (i.e., no imputation of
missing genotypes was performed). The genotyping call rate in the remaining indi-
viduals was 99.8%. The average distance between markers was 142.8 kb (135.4 kb
excluding centromeres). Due to very small sample sizes for some samples, no addi-
tional pruning of markers based on linkage disequilibrium was performed.

Principal components analysis was first performed on the cleaned data set of 3,528
individuals and 19,372 SNPs to confirm the expected continental-level structure
(Supplementary Fig. 6)37. We then performed unsupervised ancestry analysis using
ADMIXTURE38 with the number of ancestral components K ranging from 1 to 30.
The optimal value of K was determined by five-fold cross-validation, averaged over
three runs with different starting seeds. For each ancestral component, the sample
with the largest proportion of that ancestral component was identified as an exem-
plar. Conditioned on the optimal value of K, ADMIXTURE analysis was repeated
with the addition of 200 bootstrap replicates to obtain standard errors for the pro-
portions of ancestral components for each individual. Average ancestry proportions
and 95% confidence intervals for each sample were calculated accounting for both
within and between individual variance. Average proportions for which the 95%
confidence intervals included 0 were zeroed out (Supplementary Table 1).

ADMIXTURE produces two files: the .P file contains an estimated allele frequency
for each marker for each ancestral component and the .Q file contains an estimated
proportion for each individual for each ancestral component. Heterozygosity for each
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marker within each ancestral component was estimated from the .P file. The mean
heterozygosity for each ancestral component was estimated by averaging hetero-
zygosity across all markers. ADMIXTURE reports pairwise divergence between each
ancestral component as assessed by FST but without accompanying confidence
intervals (Supplementary Table 2). These confidence intervals require estimates of the
variances of the allele frequencies for each ancestral component.

To account for ascertainment biases in FST and heterozygosity estimated from
chip-based genotype data, we estimated FST and heterozygosity using the 1000
Genomes sequence data7 (a total of 36,820,992 variable sites across a total of

2,881,033,286 sites). We estimated pairwise FST using the definition FST ~
HT{HS

HT
,

in which HT is the mean of the expected heterozygosity across samples and HS is the
mean of the observed heterozygosity across samples39. This estimator of FST is robust
to the proportion of polymorphic sites because HT and HS scale identically. We
estimated the effective population size Ne within samples two different ways. One, we

used the estimators h~
S

a1
and Ne~

h

4m
39, in which S is the number of segregating

sites, a1~
Xn{1

i~1

1
i

for a sample size n, and m 5 1.1 3 1028 mutations/generation/site40.

Two, we used the estimators h~
H

1{H
and Ne~

h

4m
39, in which H is the mean of the

observed heterozygosity within the sample. Note that S does not make use of allele
frequencies whereas H does. Pairwise divergence times between ancestral compo-

nents were estimated using the relationship 1{FST~ 1{
1

2Ne

� �t
39, with t in gen-

erations and Ne being the harmonic mean for the two ancestral components being
compared, assuming that FST 5 0 at t 5 0.
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